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1. INTRODUCTION 
Theorem 2.1.1 of Amar [ 11, generalized by Rochberg ( [4]), says that 
every separated sequence in the open unit disc D is the union of finitely 
many interpolation sequences for A,,, p the Bergman space of functions f 
which are analytic in D and for which 
1 2n 
IS If(pe’e)l”(l-p)“B~ldpde<oo (O<s,B< CQ). 0 0 
The purpose of this note is to prove an analogous result with A!$ 
replaced by A,4 (0 < s, r d co, 0 < /? < co), the mixed-norm space of analytic 
functions in D (defined below). Our proof will be performed (for technical 
reasons) in the upper half-plane U instead of the disc. 
If S, r, b > 0, a function f analytic in U, is said to belong to the space Afr 
if 
where 
j= If(x+Q)l”dx > 
l/S 
3 m 
with the usual understanding if s or r = co. 
Let I,, denote the mixed-norm space of all double sequences a= (a,,}, 
m, k E 2, for which 
ll~ll:.=~(Clu~~~‘)“‘<m Ws,r<a). 
m k 
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In the case where s or r is infinite, replace the corresponding sum by a 
supremum. 
A sequence {z,,~}, n, 1 E 2 in U is said to be separated if there exists a 
6 > 0 such that if (n, 1) # (m, k) then 
d(z,r, z, J= 3 26. I I 
A sequence {z~,} in U is called interpolation sequence for Atr if whenever 
{a,,} E I,,, then there exists f~ Afr satisfying 
f(z,,)(Im z,,)~ + (1/S) = a,, 
Now we state our main result in the form of a theorem. 
THEOREM. Suppose {z~,} is a separated sequence in U. Then it can be 
split into a finite number of interpolation sequences for A!?. 
2 
Let p and v be positive integers and n, a nonnegative integer. Our main 
tool is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. suppose {z,,,+ ““,, = x,,~+ ,,“,, + iynO+ ““,, }, n, 1 E 2, is a 
sequence in U which satisfies the following conditions 
(0 2 ng+(n+I)v-1 < ,yno+nv,J<2"~+("+')v for all 1~ Z, 
(ii) l~,,+~~,~,-~,~+~~,,~l 2~2”0+(~+‘)“-~ lj- I,#&. 
(2.1) 
Zf u and v are large enough then Tt’, defined by 
T!Jf) = {f(z n,,+nv,,) Y&,+$;$?> f EA!, 
is a continuous map of A,4 onto l,,. In fact, there is a continuous linear map V 
of l,, into At? so that Tt, V = Z,Sr. 
Proof. For the sake of simpicity we will write the proof for the cases 
where s, r # co. Without loss of generality we may suppose n, = 0. In the 
proof of the theorem the quantity fl+ l/s will be denoted by p. 
First, we show that Ttr is a bounded operator from Atr into l,,. By 
Lemma 6.3 [3] Ilf (lST is equivalent to 11 {2”‘p ~up~~~~lf(z)(}~~, where Qmk 
are squares with vertices k2” + i2”, (k + 1) 2” + i2”, k2” + i2” + i and 
(k + 1) 2" + i2”‘+‘. Hence, 
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( 
r/ 
6C c sup If(z)l” 2&7(n+ lb.7 
n k 2 t Qm + I ,.i 
r/s 
6 cc c SUP If(z)l”2”” G c Ilfll;,. 
m k z~Qmk 
By a similar argument we have IITf)I,,< Cllfll,,, ifs or r = co. 
We use C to denote a positive constant, depending on the particular 
parameters r, s ,..., v], /I3 ,..., concerned in the particular problem in which it 
appears. It is not necessarily the same on any two occurrences. 
If q > max (/I + l/s, /I + 1 } we define A,,,, in U by 
It follows from [3] that 
is a bounded linear operator from I,, into A$. We now claim that if I(, v are 
large enough then TR - Z,$, is an operator of small norm. (If 1 <s < co, we 
have additional hypothesis q > /3 + 1 + (/ks’) ~ I, where s’ is conjugate to s.) 
First, we consider the case 0 <s,< 1 with subcases r 6s, s < r < m. Let 
{bnl) = {(TR-~,J(~,~~)). Then 
I@n&=~ (1) c 
n I (m,k) # (n.0 
.mrI.~~,,Aoir.k~z~~,,)~i)r’~ 
> 
r/s 
1 t”mk~‘r~~~, tAmv,k(Znv.l)ls 
The first sum on the right-hand side of (2.2) will be denoted by S,, the 
second by S1. The deal with S, we first calculate 
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< c2 -(n +1hs c ( 1+ 2 (m-nb)-w+?“om [&2+(1 +2’“““)2]-“‘“dx]. 
(2.3) 
To get a useful estimate we need the following estimate of the integral on 
the right-hand side of (2.3). 
s 
m [p2x2 + (1 + 2’” -oy] -VP dx 
0 
= (1 + p-“‘” -w 
1 c[l+(l+~-~1v)2]-~ni’2~~ 
=p-l(l +p-nyw 
i 
om (1 +x2)-%zIx. (2.4) 
The last integral is convergent because yls > 1. Hence, if m #n then from 
(2.3) and (2.4) we see that 
(2.5) 
Using (2.5) we find that 
S, <CC( 1 CIamkIS2(n+1)vpS2(m+1)v(q-P)sC (z,,,, - - z,,,,,k’ -qs)“’ 
n \m#n k I 
2(m+l)v(q--p)g(n+l)v(p--)s 
(1 + p+nb)qs- 1 1 iamk()+- 
k 
If r d S, then we have 
(2.6) 
s, d cp-r+c 1 
2(“+1)Y(‘I-P)r2(n+I)v(p-qtl)r 
n mZn (1 +2(-Ov)qr-(r/d 
r/s 
(2.7) 
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Observe that 
From (2.7) and (2.8) it follows that 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
where C,(p, v) + 0, if ,u, v + co. 
We now turn to the estimate of the sum S,: 
f-/J 
~(.nk(S2(“+‘)Y95 c (z,,,,--,,v,k(-qs (2.10) 
Ifk 
1 lZn”,,--Zn”.kl pqsG2 
I#k 
Since qs> 1, we see from (2.11) and (2.10) that 
(2.12) 
where C,(p) + 0, if p -+ co. Note that (2.12) holds as long as O<s< 1, 
O-cr-cco. 
If s d r < 00, we start from (2.6) and obtain 
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~C~-““I/{a,,}1(:,((2”~“-l)-r’s+(2”(~~P)”-l)-”S) 
= CAP, v) II hd> II:,, (2.13) 
where C&, v) -+ 0, if p, v --) co. 
From (2.2), (2.9), (2.12), and (2.13) we conclude that if p and v are large 
then TR - I,, has a small norm. V= R( TR)-’ is the required operator. The 
proof is now complete in the case where 0 <s d 1, 0 < r < cc. 
Assume now 1 <s < 00 and r] > j? + 1 + l//M. Some simple observations 
show that it is possible to select two positive 8 and r such that 
(i) 19+r=l 
(ii) r@ > 1 
(iii) (q - p) rs’ > 1 (2.14) 
(iv) $s> 1 
(v) eps> 1 
It is clear that (iii) and (v) imply (ii) and (iv), respectively. Using 
q = fl+ 1 + E, E > (fiss’) ~ ‘, we may rewrite the conditions as follows: 
(iii) (q - p)( 1 - 0) > l/s if and only if e( 1 + ES’) < ES’ 
(v) Bps> 1 if and only if 0(1 +/Is)> 1. 
The condition E/M > 1 is equivalent to 1 + ES’ < ES’( 1 + fls). Therefore, the 
interval defining possible choices for 8 is nonempty. Choose 8 and r so that 
(2.14) is satisfied. Then 
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If n #m, then, as in (2.5), 
; IZ,,,J - z,,,JJ -qrs’ = 1 IZ,,,k - Znv,,J --rlts’ 
k 
<cp-12-(m+l)vqrs’(l +pmy,,s 
(Here we have used the fact that qzs’ > 1). Now, 
s/s 
1, = 
( 
c c ,?-‘” + ““” -;);=y, 
mfn k nv,l - zm,,k > 
6 cp ds’ 
( 
s/s’ 
1 
2 - (m + 1 b/m 
m+n (1 +pm)yvS’--I 
1 
< cp ~ “I”‘2 ~ (n + 1 )vprs 
i 
,f, 2-‘VPTS’ + f 2-ruC(‘I-Ph’ - II)“‘, 
I=1 
Since (q - p) zs’ > 1, we have 
I, 6 ryl (p, If) 2 -cn + ‘)vy where a,(,~, V) -+ 0, as p, Y -+ co. 
Thus, the first sum Q, on the right-hand side of (2.15) is at most 
n bn#n k 
Since 18s > 1, we have for m #n, 
Now we substitute (2.17) into (2.16) to get 
OI d c[OI(h vlr’s 1 c c bmktS 
2’” + 1Mrl~ P)9@ + I )V(P - qvs 
n mfn k 
(1 +p-nby 1 
If r G s, we proceed as in (2.7) to get 
/ 
(2.16) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
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(Here we needed the restriction Bps > 1.) If s < r < co, and if f3ps > 1 then 
(71 d ~,(I4 v) II {%k)ll:r, where a& v) + 0, if p, v -+ a3. (2.20) 
As in (2.11), if ITS’ > 1, then 
Using this we find that the second sum (T* on the right-hand side of (2.15) 
is at most 
G 04(P) II(4 II:,, where CL&L) + 0, as ,D -+ ~13. (2.21) 
(Here we needed ~0s > 1.) 
From (2.15), (2.19) (2.20) and (2.21) we see that if p and v are large 
enough then S = TR - I,f, has small norm. V= R(Z,$, + S) ~ ’ is the required 
operator. This completes the proof. 
3 
Our main theorem is now an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of the Theorem. We show that X= {z~,} can be split into a finite 
number of sequences X, which satisfy condition (2.1). Since X is separated, 
there exists a positive integer M such that each square Qmk of the partition 
of U, described in Section 2, contains at most M points of the sequence X. 
Hence, we can devide X into M sequences xi such that each of them has at 
most one point in any square Qmk. 
Consider now /J + 1 sets of indices nk = {(n, I): IZ E Z, I= k(mod p)}, 
k = 1, 2,..., /J + 1. Now split each of the sequences xi into a p + 1 sequences 
xii, j= 1, 2 ,..., p + 1, defined by 
z,,[ E xii if and only if z,, E xi n Qmk, (m, k)EAj. 
Let Lk = {(n, I): n = k(mod v), ZG Z}, k = 1, 2 ,..., v. Finally, we split each 
xy into a v sequences xijk, k = 1,2,..., v, so that Z,[E xiik if and only if 
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z,~ E xii n Q,,, (m, u) E Ik. To finish the proof, we enumerate the sequences 
xiik so that (2.1) is satisfied. 
4. REMARKS 
1. The following lemma is an analog of the Lemma 2.1 [4]. 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a constant C= C(s, r, fi) so that for all z,, z2 E U 
with d(z,, z2) < 1 
l(Im z,)“+‘Wl)- (Im z2)p+“Y~z2)l = Wz,, ZJ llfll.,,. 
As a corollary we obtain that if {z,,~} is an interpolating sequence for A!,. 
then it is separated. 
2. In Section 2 we have proved that if {z,~+~~,[} satisfies (2.1) then Tf’, is 
bounded operator from .4fr into I,,.. A similar argument establishes the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose (z,,,} is a separated sequence in U. Then Ff’, 
defined by 
%(f) = UkNm zd”+ “‘L .f~ A!,., 
is a bounded operator from Atr into l,s,. 
Conversely, if Ffr is bounded operator from Atr into I,s, then there exists 
C > 0 such that 
Especially, 
where 
IIFWN., G cllfll..> for all ,f~ Afr. 
llJ’!r(~,,)ll 6 CIIAnAI.~ 
An,(z) = (Im znlY ~ (B + Iis), 
(z - ~n,Y 
q>max(/?+l,fi+t). 
Functions A,, form a bounded subset of At, [3]. Therefore 
(Im z,k) B + l/“(Im z,,)ll - (B + I/s) r/s 
iz,k - &i 
<C<oO. (4.1) 
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The following proposition now follows from (4.1) and the theorem 
[6, p. 3313. We omit the details. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose {z,,) is a sequence in U. Zf Ff’, is a bounded 
operator from Afr mto I,, then {z,,,> is a finite union of separated sequences. 
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